2019
SUMMER CAMP
PROSPECTUS

China’s Finance on The International Stage
Your SWUFE Summer, School of Finance, Chengdu.
Ge zhi Buiding, home of SWUFE’s flagship Department of Finance. This Buiding plays the role of the main scientific research and laboratory building of SWUFE as well.
China’s Top School of Finance

As ranked by "Chinese University and Discipline Professional Evaluation Report (2017-2018)"
WELCOME

Brief Introduction

School of Finance, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics welcomes international students to participate in the 2019 SWUFIE International Summer Exchange Camp themed as Chinese Finance on the International Stage which is from July 14th to July 28th, 2019 in Chengdu, China. It is an opportunity to visit Chengdu, one of China’s most rapidly expanding cities, and to join a comprehensive 2-week program immersing students in Fintech education.

Welcome to International Summer Camp

The International Summer Camp is a two-week-long, credit-conferring, taught in English summer program. The Program focuses on Finance Learning and Culture Experience in China. It is a diverse program combing study, travel, and visit to local businesses, giving you a short but wonderful experience of SWUFIE, Sichuan, and China in general.

You will attend lectures, delivered in English, by leading professors from SWUFIE and overseas and also get the chance to meet with senior professionals from local businesses. You will also get chance to learn Chinese calligraphy, cooking and traditional tea ceremony! These experiences combined will give you a unique understanding of Chinese culture, language and business.
LECTURES

Enhance your professional skills
Look deeper into Chinese economics.

The IPO Channel of China Stock Markets

The Observation of China's Bond Markets

AI and FOF: Big Data Machine Learning

Blockchain and its Risk Management

Practices and Frontiers in Fintech

#Those are lectures in 2018 summer school.
Better lectures are under preparation.
Chinese Cooking Class

Chinese Culture and Calligraphy

Happy Birthday

Sichuan Hot Pot

Playing Ping-pong

City Tour

Museum Visit

ACTIVITIES
Life in Chengdu

Your opportunity to live in the land of abundance: Chengdu.

You will have access to some of Chengdu’s most famous and most popular tour sites.

- The Panda Base
- Dufu Thatched Cottage
- Jinsha Site Museum
- Mount Qingcheng
- Kuan Zhai Alley
Tentative Schedule

2019 Summer Camp

14-Jul
Airport Pick up/Registration/Check-in

15-Jul
Morning
Opening Ceremony and Campus Tour
Lunch
Campus Canteen
Afternoon
Visit SWUFE Museum
Dinner & Evening
Welcome Dinner

16-Jul
Morning
Lecture 1: Survival Chinese
Lunch
Campus Canteen
Afternoon
Lecture 2: Chinese Culture
Dinner & Evening
Welcome Dinner

17-Jul
Morning
Activity 1: Visit Jinsha Site Museum
Lunch
Campus Canteen

18-Jul
Afternoon & Dinner & Evening
Activity 2: Visit IFS, Taikoo Li, Daci Temple

19-Jul
Morning
Lecture 3: Academic Lecture
Lunch
Self-arranged in the downtown
Afternoon
Activity 3: Business Site Visit
Dinner
Campus Canteen
Evening
Free Time

20-Jul
Morning
Lecture 4: Academic Lecture
Lunch
Campus Canteen
Afternoon
Lecture 5: Academic Lecture
Dinner  
Campus Canteen  
Evening  
Free Time

### 21-Jul

**Morning**  
Lecture6: Academic Lecture  
Lunch  
Campus Canteen  
**Afternoon**  
Lecture7: Academic Lecture  
Dinner  
Campus Canteen  
**Evening**  
Free Time

### 22-Jul

Activity6: One-Day City Tour

### 23-Jul

**Morning**  
Activity7: Visit Dufu Thatched Cottage  
Lunch  
Campus Canteen  
**Afternoon**  
Activity8: Chinese Cooking Class  
Dinner  
Campus Canteen  
**Evening**  
Free Time

### 24-Jul

**Morning**  
Lecture8: Academic Lecture  
**Afternoon**  
Lecture9: Academic Lecture  
Dinner  
Campus Canteen  
**Evening**  
Free Time

### 25-Jul

**Morning**  
Lecture10: Academic Lecture  
**Lunch**  
Campus Canteen  
**Afternoon**  
Free Time

### 26-Jul

**Morning**  
Presentation  
**Lunch**  
Campus Canteen  
**Afternoon**  
Presentation  
Dinner  
Campus Canteen  
**Evening**  
Free Time

### 27-Jul

A Brief Farewell Ceremony and  
Depart from Chengdu

*Please note: The schedule is subjected to change.*
Program Cost

Application, Tuition, Housing & Campus Dining, Fields Trips & Activities fees are all waved! In addition, we'll provide limited number of study abroad scholarship for our applicants. Please find more details in the next page.

Visa Application

Accepted students can apply for an appropriate visa (both Visiting (F) and Tourist (L) visa are acceptable) via the local Chinese embassy or consulate by providing the appropriate application form and an official Invitation Letter, which will be offered by SWUFE after acceptance.

Insurance

International students must have insurance, medical and accident insurance at least, when studying in China according to the policy of China’s Ministry of Education. An insurance policy purchased abroad and covering the students’ complete stay in China, must be provided upon registration. While in most cases your visit will be free of ailments/injuries, in the remote case something does happen, it is important to understand that Chinese healthcare is not free for anybody, and having insurance avoids any excessive costs.

Special Needs

If you are interested in sending students with special needs, please contact us first to ensure we are able to meet the special needs of the student.
Study Abroad Scholarship

Travel Award!

Scholarship Application:
Please find attached the application documentation to be filled out, signed, and returned via email wanxin@swufe.edu.cn or wdy18@swufe.edu.cn before 1st May, 2019

To provide international students with opportunities to visit SWUF E, Chengdu, School of Finance, SWUF E established Study Abroad Scholarship scheme for International Students to apply. The scholarship is a special fund set up to buy round-trip air tickets for a number of international students who are willing to join summer camp programs hosted by School of Finance, SWUF E.
Application Procedure

Step 1:
Complete the online registration at http://admission.swufe.edu.cn (or http://swufe.17gz.org) by 1st May, 2019, attached please find the registration instruction.

Step 2:
Candidates will be notified by the Summer Camp selection committee within two weeks of the application deadline.

Step 3:
For any enquiries, please contact us at wanxin@swufe.edu.cn or wdy18@swufe.edu.cn
Contact Us

To find out more about the 2018 SWUFE International Exchange Camp and the application process, please contact:

School of Finance Southwestern University of Finance & Economics 555 Liutai Avenue Wenjiang District Chengdu, Sichuan 611130 China

Ms. WAN, Xin
📞 +86 28 87092738  📧 wanxin@swufe.edu.cn

Ms. WANG, Danyi
📞 +86 28 87092738  📧 wdy18@swufe.edu.cn